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SATURN V/ VOYAGER LOAD RELIEF STUDY
DATA BASE REPORT
1. 0 SUMMARY
This data base report contains all pertinent information required for the
Saturn V/ Voyager Load Relief Study. The purpose of this study is to
define a control system (to be referred to as LR-2) to improve the launch
probability of the Saturn V booster with a Voyager payload. The particular
Voyager payload configuration to be studied has a 45-foot-long cylindrical
section. A load relief control system (herein referred to as LR-1) was
designed under NASA contract NAS6-11206, modification 5 (see Reference 1),
for a Voyager payload configuration having a 54-foot cylindrical section.
In the present study, the LR-1 system will be reviewed and modified as
necessary to meet the performance requirements for the shorter, 45-foot
payload configuration.
This report describes the LR-1 load relief control system and the per-
formance requirements, design constraints, equations of motion, input
disturbances, and vehicle data to be used in the study of the shorter-
length payload booster configuration. Vehicle data presented includes
basic data extracted from NASA data sources and reduced data suitable
for direct use in the equations of motion. The reduced data was computed
from the extracted data with the aid of Honeywell digital computer programs.
The data sources are listed on the basic data figures and are summarized
in the list of references at the end of the report. If assumptions were made
in order to compute or to extract data, these assumptions are also pre-
sented with the data.
1
2.' 1)HZESENT SATTJRN ^ r /VOYAGED LOAD IiELIE1 C'C:)NT[iOI. SYS'I'L;NI (IM-1)
Figure 1 shmvs gains, sh '-iping, and feedback signals used in the 1,11-1
I'11trlrt (.Orli1, 0 C"Yst('111.
3. 0 PERFORIVLANCE REQt) REMENTS XND DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
This sec lime summarizes terminal condition perfor-mance requirements,
stability requirements, allowed bending inoment, and system design con-
straints which govern the analysis and design of the LR-2 load relief
control system.
3. 1 Terminal Condition Performance Requirements
The following are required first-stage cutoff conditions based on infor-
rnation contained in Reference 2:
•	 Maximum allowable drift: 30, 000 meters
•	 Maximum allowable drift rate:	 70 meters per second
•	 Maximum allowable angle of attacic:	 3. 4 degrees
3. 2 Stabili ty Requirements
Stability rc;cllrirements are as follows:
•	 6-db gain margin at rigid-body frequency, slosh mode frequencies,
and all structural mode frequencies.
•	 30-degree phase• margin at rigid-body and slosh mode frequencies.
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A3. 3 Maximum Allowable Bending Moment
The maximum allowable bending moments at vehicle stations 1541, 2519,
2746, and 3256, as a function of time, are specified in Figure 2. Of these
stations, 3256, located at the top of the instrument unit, represents the
most critical body station.
3. 4 Design Constraints
The following design constraints are to be imposed in accordance with
information contained in References 2 and 3:
s	 Allowable sensors and sensor locations --
a) Attitude reference -- Station 3235.
b) Rate gyro -- Station 2686 is the present location.
Station 3235 could be used if desired.
c) Accelerometer -- Station 1541 is the present location.
Stations 2686 or 3235 could be used if desired.
."	 .	 I
• Wind design will be per modification 5 of NASA contract NAS8-
11206 (see Reference 1). The load relief system will be evaluated
using representative measured profiles, as well as annual (March)
and most severe mission (December) synthetic wind profiles.
These wind models are described in Section 5. 0. Meeting per-
for-mance requirements in the presence of annual wind magni-
tudes would be desirable: The system will meet the requirements
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•	 Gain scheduling and filtering will be done on individual feedbacks.
No compensation will be permitted on summed signals into the
gimbal actuator amplifier.
•	 Only two feedbacks (per channel) will be continuously scheduled.
Other scheduling will be accomplished in a step manner.
•	 Passive filters are desired. If necessary, active filters will be
permitted. (A passive filter is defined as having real roots in the
denominator of its transfer function. Active filters will have
complex roots in the denominator. )
•	 The following vehicle parameter variations will be considered in
a root-sum-squared manner to produce the greatest deviation
from nominal system performance:
a) Control system gains: ±10 percent
b) Thrust: ±1. 5 percent
c) Center of pressure and center of gravity: ±127. 8 inches
d) Aerodynamic coefficient, C 	 ±10 percent
a
e) Engine gimbal offset: Oo 38 degree
f) Gain schedule errors: ±5 seconds
b` Bending mode frequencies: ±20 percent
4.0 INPUT DISTURBANCES
This section contains the pitch program (Figure 3) to be flown by the Saturn
V/ Voyager vehicle and the different wind profile environments to be used to
establish LH-2 load relief system performance. The wind models were
extracted from Reference 5 as directed by Reference 2. They include:
6

•	 MSFC 95-percent synthetic wind profiles:
a) Maximum annually (March), Figure 4.
b) Maximum during May - December launch period
(December), Figure 5.
•	 iviS .N C measured wind profiles, Figure 6:
a) No. 1639. Maximum peak wind speed 79. 02 meters
per° second at maximum dynamic pressure.
b) No. 515•-06. Maximum shear rate to peak wind speed
60. 61 meters per second.
•	 MSFC reverse shear wind profile, Figure 7.
The most severe mission wind used during the study of the 54-foot Voyager
payload load relief (Reference 1) was the maximum during the May-November
launch period. This has been increased to the maximum magnitudes occurring
during the May-December period in accordance with Reference 2.
5. 0 EQUATIONS OF MOTION
This section describes equations of motion, nomenclature, and coordinate
systems used. Four sets of equations are presented. They are:
•	 Complete set of equations (Section 5. 1)
•	 Reduced set for stability analysis (Section 5.2)
• Reduced set for digital computer PARTNER time-varying
simulation ( Section 5.3)
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1. THE REVERSE SHEAR WIN D PROFILE GENERATED
/	 USINCr DATA AND DIRECTIONS FROND
A. MSFC MEMO K- AERO- Y°66. 65 9 REDEFINITION
OF SATURNI 18 SYNI'H ETIG WIND PROFILE'S
10 SEPT- Ig657.
b.NASA TM-X-53023, 6*TERRE5TRIAL ENVIR014MENT
CRITERIA ... '; 13 MARCH 1964.
Z. THE REVERSE SHEAR PROFILE CONSI STS OF
a. LINEARLY INC REASINCt
 WIND FROM ZERO
ALTITUDE t
 ZERO VELOCITY TO
b. STEADY STATE 141 ND PRO F ILC AT i KM.
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To eliminate unnecessary simulation complexity, various simplifying
assumptions were made for each set of equations. For example, the
analog computer time-varying simulation was used to determine in-flight
bending moments and terminal condition performance. Consequently,
terms which had no significant effect on these performance pa y . meters
were dropped from the equations.
The complete equations are esZentially identical with those used in the
previous Saturn V/ 17Ovager load relief study (see Reference 1). Some
additional terms were added, however, to provide a more accurate model
(circled terms of equations contained in Section 5. 1). These additional
terms will be included in the stability analysis and deleted for the time-
varying digital or analog simulation analysi s . The added terms take into
account local attitude change due to vehicle bending. The effect of these
additional terms will be evaluated by comparing eigenvalues with and
without them to establish their significance. The r.,dy other difference be-
tween the complete set of equations and those used in the previous Saturn
A
V/ Voyager load relief study is a factor of 2 on the Coriolis terms in the
trajectory relationships. This term is included in the complete set of
equations but was missing in the equations used in the earlier study.
The set of equations to be used for the stability analysis is obtained from
the complete set of equations by deleting pitch program and wind distur-
bance inputs and trajectory displacement and bending moment equations.
To obtain the equations for the digital computer PARTNER time-varying
simulation, several small coupling terms, such as bending and slosh
mode coupling into the pitching and plunging modes, were dropped. Aside
from these coupling terms, the equations used for the PARTNER simulation
will be identical with the complete set of equations.
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The equations for the analog computer time-varying simulation are
obtained from the complete set of equations by eliminating the three
slosh modes, the third and fourth structural bending modes, and several
intermodal coupling terms. In addition, several of the coefficients are
held constant over the flight envelope to further reduce the simulation com-
plexity. They a re fixed at their maximum. values.
The coordinate systems used when deriving the complete equations are
defined by Figures 8 and 9. Figure 8 shows launch fixed-trajectory
coordinates, vehicle rigid-body motion, and aerodynamic force relative
to the nominal trajectory. Figure 9 defines engine actuator, slosh, struc-
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A^	 - Axial acceleration of booster = 1 -D , ft/sec`
S' A TA'N	 - Differential vehicle acceleration tangential to imminal
trajectory, ft/sec
C 1	 - Aerodynamic moment coefficient =	 cr
	
cg	 cp	 1 /sec
YY
R I (X	 -,)
C. 2 	- Control moment coefficient =	 cg	 ^'	 I / see
YY
D	 - Axial aerodynamic drag of booster, C A qS
La 1 {.	 - Reference length of booster
	
= 306 feet
I I .	 - Moment of inertia of gimbaled rocket engine about gimbal,
slugs-ft2
- Moment of inertia of gimbaled rol-ket engine about own c.l t ,' 0	
2Slugs-ft
T	 , I	 - Pitch moment of inertia of rigid booster- about C. g. , slugs-flAY
Y
1N1	 - Total mass of gid booster, slugs
I I,"	 - Mass of single gimbaled engine, slugs
N'l I (\ t1 )	 - Total structural bending moment at station x 11 , ft-lb
NI' (x )
	
- Structural bendi-g moment at statio , x
t1 
clue to angle, of
c n 






M' 0 (xn)	 - Structural bending moment at station x  due to deflection
of control rocket engines t(3) , ft-lb/rad
M' T)i (xn )	 - Structural bending moment at station x  due to acceleration




	 - Generalized mass of the i th bending mode, slugs
M sj	 - Sloshing mass of the jth propellant' tank, slugs
N' - I.lateral aerodynamic force due to angle of attack, ]b
q	 - Dynamic pressure, lb/ft2
R'	 - Lateral control force due to gimbal angle deflection of control.
engines = 0. 80 T, lb
S	 - Reference area of booster, n D2 /4 , ft 
T	 - Total axial thrust of booster engine cluster-, lb
V	 - Nominal flight path velocity of booster relative to atmosphere
(tangent to nominal trajectory), ft/sec
VLAT	 - Vehicle velocity normal to reference trajectory, ft/ sec
6V TAN - Differential velocity relative to nominal along reference
trajectory, ft/sec




x w	 n, -
A	 - Lateral accelerometer station
0	 - Control engines gimbal .
 station
cg	 - Booster center of gravity station
Xcp	 - Aerodynamic center of pressure station
XE,	 - Control engine center of gravity station
Xn
	- Station "n"
xsj	 - jth propellant tank sloshing mass station
~TAN
	
- Vehicle displacement along reference trajectory, ft
- Normalized modal deflection of i th bending mode at station.1	
n
"n", dimensionless
Y' i (X n )	 - Normalized modal slope of i th bending mode at station
"n", rad/ft
7	 - Lateral acceleration normal to referenced (nominal)
flight path, ft/sect
LSj	
- Displacement of j th sloshing mass normal to booster center-
line, ft
ZNORM	 - Vehicle normal displacement with respect to trajectory, ft
Total angle of attack of booster, radians
V
W	 - Angie of attack due to lateral wind Q, VA	 radians
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- Control deflection angle or gimbal angle, radians
- Commanded control deflection angle, radians
- Control engine deflection angle, radians
C	 - Equivalent viscous damping factor of i th structural
bending mode
- II]quivalent viscous damping factor of j th propellant
tank sloshing mass
- Generalized deflection of i th bending mode, ft
p	 - Angular pitch displacement with respect to launch
point vertical, radians
*	 - Rate of pitch command, rad/sec
0 
F	 - Pitch attitude error = 'p c - 0 , raaians
Acceleration sensed by body-mounted lateral -celerometer,
ft/sect
W 	 - Natural frequency of i th bending mode, rad/sec
sj	 - Natural frequency of j th propellant tank sloshing ., rad / sec
gyro	 - Angular rate sensed by rate gyro, rad/sec
Vehicle attitude sensed by attitude gyro on platform, rad
33
C	 - Viscous damping factor of gimbaled engine1 ,
w 
	 - Natural frequency of gimbaled engine, rad/sec
x	 - Integration variable along vehicle X-axis
Normalized integration interval along vehicle N-axis,
caliber
C
6 Na	 - Local normal force coefficient gradient per unit of
a (XI D)	 length, 1 /caliber
C. N
a
	.- Normal force coefficient gradient, 1 /rad
C N,il/V	 - Aerodynamic normal force coefficient due to rate of
displacement of i th structural mode
C rl	 - Aerodynamic normal force coefficient due to displacement
1	 of i th structural mode, 1 /ft
Aerodynamic coupling coefficient of ith strucutral mode
^1' i/V	 due to rate of displacement of i th structural mode
NTl i , i	 - Aerodynamic coupling coefficient of i th structural mode
due to displacement of i th structural mode, 1 /ft
„ 1%1 / V	 - Aerodynamic moment coefficient due to , pitch rate, ft L
M 
	
- Aerodynamic moment coefficient due to rate of displace-
s	 ment of i th structural mode
M	 - Aerodynamic moment coefficient due to displacement




G. 0 V.E'lITC I,P] 1) V'P-\
l'his section presents numerical, values f o r coefficients of the studv equations
and thc! hasic- data from which they were extr•ac:t:eo.
G. 1 lieduc'ed Data
Numerical values for coefficients of the complete equations of notion,
sc1nsor• r • clationsh:ips, and bending mom
	 nent equations are give in Tables 1
through 1.7.	 These values, computed at Four-second intervals durir► g f'irst-
stage flight, were obtained using a digital r• omputatiml routine and the basic
data t,ransniitted by NASA-MSF"C through ref'er• ences listed in Section 7.0.
The squat ions at the bottom of each table identi.f'y the col cr r»n « V ii hin that
table in which the numerical value of individual coefficients may hc' found.
To further simplify the identification process, Table 18 equates digital
numbers with specific coefficients; e.g. , 060 = NP (Y (,322'2); 08:: = Xl EA
( \ ,-XET.EA etc..
'Phe English system of units was used in computing coefficient values.
'Phis will case further digital. work since the stability and the I A WPNEt3
tine-varying digital simulations are prograilimed to take input data in
English units only.
'Pile following in'or ration was used during the data reduction process:
•	 Only Four structural modes were considered. MSFC provided
data for only four modes.
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•	 Only the three significant slosh modes were considered per
1	 Reference 6.
t
•	 Errors contai,ied i,i the MSFC data package included:
a) Improper signs on the third and fourth structural-
mode ,)] ,)pe data at 140 and 60 seconds respectively.
b) Aerodynamic coupling coefficients that were applicable
to the 54-foot payload rattier than to the 45-foot pay-
load being considered (Reference 3).
c) Incorrect bending moment coefficients (M°•• ) at all
^.
time points (Deference 7).
	 1
d) Incompatible structural frequencies supplied with
M'•• data and mode deflection data.
't1 .1
Errors in the data supplied by MSFC through the data packages were cor-
rected where possible prior to computing the time-varying coefficients.
Aerodynamic coupling coefficients were computed by Honeywell using the
equations of Section 5. 5. This data wa , used pending receipt of MSFC
coupling coefficients for the 45-foot Voyager payload. When, after direct
comparison (Figures 20 through 26), no serious discrepancies between
sets of coefficients were discovered, the Honeywell-computed data was
used for the remainder of the study. Correct bending-moment coefficients
(M I . ) were not available when required. Data for the 54-foot Voyager
1
payload, taken from Reference 15, was therefore used during the study.
Structural frequencies supplied with the mode deflection data were used
for datR reduction and study analysis purposes.
The following assumptions ;were made during the data reduction process:
•	 Structural mode deNections and slopes at engine mass center
'	 of gravity are equivalent to deflections avid slopes at engine
gimbal point.
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• Bendirp-moment ae rodynamic coefficient data (M I a) will be
extrapolated and faired to zero at time = 0 and 160 seconds.
(See Y,1gure 56. )
•	 Bending-moment coefficient data (M I 0 ) will be extrapolated
line:- ly tangential to supplied data for flight times less than
52 seconds and greater than 120 seconds. (See Figure 57. )
•	 Data required at body stations other than those for which data
is given, e. g. , M ?a(3222), will be interpolated linearly.
•	 Data required at times other than those for which data is given
will be taken from curve-fitted plots of basic data rather than
interpolated linearly. The only exception is M'.. data.
ri
•	 Axial loads to determine bending-moment capability can be
determined using the following equation:
X K 





D	 data at Mach numb,.;rs 1 and 2 was used for
Mach numbers less than and greater than 1 and 2 respectively.
•	 Control thrust (R I ) is 80 percent of total thrust, T.
•	 For computation of aerodynamic coupling coefficients:
a) Integrations over 1-meter body increments will provide
sufficient accuracy.
b) Structural mode deflection and slope data can be taken at
time points between those where data given can be interpolated
linearly. If there are only slight variations in given data
at successive time points, data can be considered constant.
•	 Aerodynamic coupling coefficients can be determined by linear
interpolation from data computed at the specified Mach numbers.
Data can be considered constant for Mach numbers between 0 and
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Table 18. Coefficient Nomenclature
030 'Time
060 M (3222)




063 i = 2
064 i = 3
065 i = 4
M (2747)
t
C74 i = 3
075 i=4
(Pr.E (X^ - XE ) Y i (XF.) - IE
 Yi (XE)]
IE
076	 i = 1
077	 i = 2
?8	 i=3
079	 i = 4
080	 ( Ivi E
 (X cg - XE ) (X^ - XF) + IF, ]O
IE
082 I	 ME A X (Xh - XE ) / I 
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Table 18. Coefficient Nomenclature (Continued)





Table 18. Coefficient Nomenclature (Continued)
143 represents different coefficients in two equations:
293 ^3 + C .	q S / M i V	 (Third structural mode)r 33
•	 141 E
 (X ; - XE ) IE	(Engine - actuator equation)
{i
	
Table 18. Coefficient Nomenclature (Continued)
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Table 18. Coefficient Nomenclature (Continued)
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'fable 18. Coefficient Nomenclature (Continued)
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6.2 Basic Data
This section summarizes the basic data received from MSFC under
Reference 8 for use in the Saturn V load relief control study. The time-
varying data is presented in graphical form (Figures 10 through 57), rather
than in the digital format as received, to facilitate inclusion in this report
and to illustrate the manner in which it was used when computing the time-
varying numerical values for the study equation coefficients.
References from which the basic data was drawn are noted on the individual
graphs. These references are summarized in Section 7.0 as Reference 5
and feferences 0 through 13.
Additional basic data supplied by MSFC included the following:
•	 ith structural mode damping ratio, 
SsJ = 
0.005 ( Reference 6).
•	 Nominal slosh-mode damping ratios as given in Figure B. 1 of
Reference 1 ( Reference 6). Figure B. 1 is reproduced as Figure
42 of this report.
•	 Actuator dynamics;
a) Second-order representation with frequency of 5. 5 cps
and damping ratio of 0. 435 (Reference 6).
b) Actuator rate limit t5 deg/sec (Enclosure 8 to Teference 8).
c) Actuator displacement limit t5. 15 degrees (Enclosure 8
to Reference 8).
•	 V-1 control engine data (Reference 14):
a) Mass = 24, 067 pounds.
b) Moment of inertia about engine center of gravity, I 






'	 c) Moment of inertia about engine gimbal point, IB=
34, 781 slug-ft2.
d) Location of engine center of gravity relative to gimbal
1	 point = 3.936 feet.Note: Moment of inertia data is average of inertia
about engine X- and Z-axes.
•	 Vehicle reference area - 854 ft 2l. , (Reference 11).
'	 •	 Vehicle reference length - 396 ft (Reference 11).
'	 Bending-moment due to structural mode acceleration data (M%. i) for
the payload length under investigation was not available when required.
In order to consider this flexible vehicle characteristic on peak loads
encountered by the vehicle, M 100 data transmitted to Honeywell by NASA-
'^ iMSFC during the earlier. study (contract NAS8 11206, modification 5) was
utilized. This data, tabulated for vehicle stations 1541, 2519, 2746, and
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Vehicle	 Time Into ►
Station	 Flight
(inches)	 ( seconds)
M e x 10 -q kg-sect
1
First Mode Second Mode Third Mode fourth Mohr
1541 8 15.09 -3.18 -2.28 3.13
74 12.08 -3.64 -1.96 2.58
83 11.68 -3.69 -1. 98 2. 64
155 9.86 -3.54 -1.23 0.61
2519 8 7.66 2.96 0.17 -1.99
74 7.12 2.84 -0.06 -3.32
83 7.02 2.75 -0.07 -3.17
155 6.74 1.47 -1.47 -0.60
2747 8 5.44 3.18 1.61 1.08
74 5.21 3.27 1.44 -0.07
83 5.10 3.18 1.46 -0.26
155 5.01 2.41 1.25 -0. 41
3256 8 2. 15 1.76 1.39 1.85
74 2.16 1.78 1. 29 2. 32
83 2. 11 1.85 1.31 1.65
155 2.06 1.58 2.05 0.33
Note; Data taken from Reference 15 transmitted to Honeywell during course
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